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Periodic Table of Elements Periodic Table of Elements 

OpenerOpener
For the element For the element 

Boron give me Boron give me 

the followingthe following

–– PP

–– NN

–– EE

–– Atomic #Atomic #

–– Atomic MassAtomic Mass

–– Draw Bohr Model Draw Bohr Model 

and Place the and Place the 

ElectronsElectrons

B

FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS GIVE MEFOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS GIVE ME
1.1. ATOMIC MASSATOMIC MASS

2.2. ATOMIC NUMBERATOMIC NUMBER

3.3. # OF PROTONS, NEUTRONS, ELECTRONS# OF PROTONS, NEUTRONS, ELECTRONS

4.4. BOHR MODELBOHR MODEL
and PLACE ELECTRONSand PLACE ELECTRONS

Go to the BoardsGo to the Boards The Periodic TableThe Periodic Table
How do we organize things?How do we organize things?

Our ClothesOur Clothes TIMETIME
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TIMETIME COMIC BOOKSCOMIC BOOKS

COMICSCOMICS
HOW DO WE ORGANIZEHOW DO WE ORGANIZE

OUR THINGS?OUR THINGS?

WE ORGANIZE THE ELEMENTS WE ORGANIZE THE ELEMENTS 
IN THE PERIODIC TABLEIN THE PERIODIC TABLE

Periodic TablePeriodic Table

This table is a remarkable way to show This table is a remarkable way to show 
the manifold relationships between the manifold relationships between 
differing kinds of elementsdiffering kinds of elements

The modern table was devised in 1869 The modern table was devised in 1869 
by Dimitri Mendeleyevby Dimitri Mendeleyev
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Periodic TablePeriodic Table

"...if all the elements be arranged in order "...if all the elements be arranged in order 

of their atomic weights, a periodic of their atomic weights, a periodic 

repetition of properties is obtained." repetition of properties is obtained." --

Mendeleyev Mendeleyev 

Valence Electrons

Valence ElectronsValence Electrons

All of the All of the 

electrons in electrons in 

the Outer the Outer 

Shell of the Shell of the 

AtomAtom

C
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Octet RuleOctet Rule

Atoms are more stable that have a full Atoms are more stable that have a full 

shell of electronsshell of electrons

For most atoms, 8 valence electrons is fullFor most atoms, 8 valence electrons is full

–– Octet = 8Octet = 8

Hydrogen and Helium are exceptionsHydrogen and Helium are exceptions

Atoms “want” to have 8 electron in their Atoms “want” to have 8 electron in their 

outer shellouter shell

–– All other elements will lose, gain or share to All other elements will lose, gain or share to 

reach 8 electronsreach 8 electrons
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Elements with the same valence electrons Elements with the same valence electrons 

have similar reactivity, so they tend to have similar reactivity, so they tend to 

react the samereact the same

Periods, Groups and Periods, Groups and 

Valence ElectronsValence Electrons

Metals and NonMetals and Non--MetalsMetals
Location of Metals Location of Metals 

and Nonand Non--MetalsMetals
Metals are located on the left side of the Metals are located on the left side of the 

Periodic TablePeriodic Table

NonNon--Metals are located on the right side of Metals are located on the right side of 

the Periodic Tablethe Periodic Table

Metals and NonMetals and Non--Metals have different Metals have different 

properties and bond differently, making properties and bond differently, making 

different kinds of compoundsdifferent kinds of compounds

Metal or NonMetal or Non--Metal?Metal?

Calcium (Ca)?Calcium (Ca)?

Bromine (Br)?Bromine (Br)?

Silicon (Si)?Silicon (Si)?

MetalloidsMetalloids

Have characteristics of Metals and NonHave characteristics of Metals and Non--

MetalsMetals

–– BoronBoron

–– SiliconSilicon

–– GermaniumGermanium

–– ArsenicArsenic

–– AntimonyAntimony
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Electron ConfigurationElectron Configuration

The Group or The Group or 
Family tells you how Family tells you how 
many electrons are many electrons are 
on the outer shell of on the outer shell of 
an atom or the an atom or the 
Valence # Valence # 

The Period tells you The Period tells you 
how many energy how many energy 
levels are around levels are around 
the nucleus of the the nucleus of the 
atomatom

Al
13

Groups or                   Periods                  Groups or                   Periods                  

FamiliesFamilies

Columns of elements are Columns of elements are 

called groups or families. called groups or families. 

Elements in each group Elements in each group 

have similar but not have similar but not 

identical properties.identical properties.

All elements in a group All elements in a group 

have the same number of have the same number of 

valence electrons.valence electrons.

Each horizontal row of Each horizontal row of 

elements is called a period.elements is called a period.

The elements in a period The elements in a period 

are not alike in properties.are not alike in properties.

The first element in a The first element in a 

period is always an period is always an 

extremely active solid. The extremely active solid. The 

last element in a period, is last element in a period, is 

always an inactive gas.always an inactive gas.

HomeworkHomework

Metals, NonMetals, Non--Metal and Valence Electrons Metal and Valence Electrons 

WorksheetWorksheet

Next ClassNext Class

–– Quiz 7Quiz 7

–– Periodic Table IIPeriodic Table II


